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ABSTRACT

Basic sanitation and hygiene can prevent roughly a million deaths a year. This study examines the rapid prototyping of a pilot school-based handwashing, safe water, and sanitation program in Chennai, India. Our content analysis identified challenges in the classroom (Localization; Curriculum supplies; Program implementation; Communication and language; and Teacher commitment), factors outside the class but within the school (School administration and support and Hygiene and sanitation facilities and supplies) and factors outside the school such as family and slum conditions. We report on the pilot, the barriers it faced, and the changes we made in pursuit of a sustainable school-based health program.

Low-cost preventions such as washing hands with soap and improved sanitation can save millions of lives a year (World Health Organization, 2009; WaterAid, 2012). While standard health interventions typically provide supplies and/or information, they usually lead to only modest behavior change (Aittasalo et al., 2012).

These limitations on the impacts are to be expected: People in public U.S. restrooms do not usually wash hands after defecating, and (until recently) doctors in U.S. hospitals usually did not wash hands between patients. But in both cases, individuals are more likely to use soap if they knew someone was watching (Pittet et al., 2004; Harris and Munger, 1989; Gaby et al., 2009)—changing norms being an important complement to supplies and information. Consistent with this literature, we have created a curriculum of games, stories and vivid activities to teach about and to change norms about handwashing, safe water and sanitation. Our target audience is elementary school students (though most materials work for lower secondary students) living in poor communities. This study reports on a pilot of that school-based health, hygiene, and sanitation curriculum.

The pilot took place in five schools in Chennai, India, a city of over 4 million people. The piloting involved multiple cycles of rapid prototyping and improvement of the curriculum (Collins and Chambers 2005; Chou et al., 2013). The team tried out a variety of educational materials, revised the materials and presented them several other times in different classes and schools. Some materials went through up to 5 revisions. The pilot intervention accomplished its goals of helping improve the intervention, leading to short-run behavior change such as handwashing with soap (sometimes), and helping us understand barriers to scaling this program.

To help understand these barriers facing our curriculum, we conducted a content analysis on qualitative observations recorded during the pilot program. These observations can inform other community-and-school-based health programs. We conclude by discussing how we continued to revise the curriculum to address those barriers, continuing to use rapid prototyping, as we continue to develop a more sustainable version of the curriculum (as of 2016 under development in Tamil Nadu and New Delhi).

1. Literature review

Every year, large amounts of resources are spent implementing community-based health programs, yet few of them continue after the initial implementation period (Shediac-Rizkallah and Bone, 1998). The greatest challenge to the implementation of a sustainable health intervention program is behavior change (WaterAid, 2012).

Behavior change is more likely to succeed when there is an understanding of what motivates, facilitates, or prohibits hygienic behavior (Curtis and Cairncross, 2003). Previous studies, have identified motivators for behavior change to include the need to protect children, the need to conform to family or group norms, comfort and convenience, pride, disgust, dignity, economics, and existing cultural beliefs. This list goes far beyond the benefits of good health as a result of improved hygienic practice (WaterAid, 2012). John Oldfield, suggests there needs to be a change in the cultural perception of sanitation practices in India, which is consistent with the results of (Bennett et al.,
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that beliefs in non-pathogenic theories of disease can impede uptake of safe behaviors. People need to be motivated to preserve their dignity and avoid shame from practices such as open defecation (Bliss, 2015), particularly in settings where many people consider open defecation cleaner and at least as sanitary.

In late 2014, the Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi launched the Clean India Campaign, pledging that every Indian household will have a toilet by 2019. Unfortunately, even when sanitation supplies, such as toilets, have been provided, many people are unwilling to use them. (Sethuraman, 2012). In a recent study of 32,000 rural households, half of the respondents believed that defeating in the open was the same or better for health than using a toilet (Bliss; 2015; Coffey et al., 2016). More generally, while the campaign has led to millions of new toilets, there is limited public attention to the health problems from lack of safe sanitation (Sethuraman, 2012) and little emphasis on maintenance or education (Gahlot, 2015). Addressing the sanitation crisis not only requires proper sanitation infrastructure, but also a societal awakening about the costs of the sanitation crisis, and the burdens the entire country bears (Bliss, 2015).

1.1. School-based health, hygiene, and sanitation programs

Schools are potentially well-suited for health and hygiene interventions as they are often hubs for fecal-oral diseases and are also a site where teachers can integrate health education into daily lessons and practices. Schools may also facilitate knowledge sharing among students. Schools are also ideally situated to establish new norms among students and to implement routines. It is plausible that instilling new behaviors is most effective for younger children (Aarts et al., 1997).

The benefits of school-based programs can extend beyond the students. Often in developing countries, young students are tasked with the responsibility to care for younger siblings, and can influence those siblings and possibly the entire family’s hygiene practices (Ozier, 2014; WaterAid, 2012). Unfortunately, little attention is currently paid to sanitation programming in schools, despite the evidence that these programs can improve students’ lives (World Health Organization, 2014).

1.1.1. Facilities and supplies

Schools often lack basic facilities for safe behaviors, including water for handwashing, safe water for drinking, and enough working toilets (ideally with separate facilities for girls [Snel, 2003]). Hardware is necessary, but not sufficient, as there also must be maintenance (such as keeping toilets working, changing elements in water filters), cleaning (especially of toilets), and a steady stream of supplies. Most obviously, while some school-based programs assume soap is available (Curtis and Cairncross, 2003), many schools lack soap (Biran et al., 2009).

Educational programs also often call for educational materials to be available on the school premises. This presents additional barriers, where teachers and program implementers need to bring supplies themselves. It is also a challenge to make educational supplies inexpensive and well adapted to the local conditions (WaterAid, 2012). Without proper materials or supplies, many programs fail, especially when the initial program stops, and outside sources no longer provide and/or monitor the supplies (IRC, 2007).

1.1.2. Behavior change for teachers and school administrators

Previous programs have also often encountered barriers within the school such as a lack of training for teachers, lack of educational methods that are child centered, no organization within the school to support the implementation, and a lack of student supervision (Snel, 2003). The importance of teachers has been highlighted in several studies implementing hand-washing lessons in rural India, with high teacher involvement increasing students practicing personal hygiene activities (Dongre et al., 2007).

Low support for implementation by school institutions is one of the key factors contributing to the failure of school health and hygiene programs (IRC, 2007). The lesson and activities presented in most programs are not familiar in practice to the teachers or school staff. Without sufficient support from the school to supply basic materials that reinforce the lessons, and basic hygienic practices, even the most motivated of teachers have struggled to implement programs on their own (Gachuhi, 1999; Gatawa, 1995).

Thus, most long-running programs in a school or other community environment have only done so with someone outside the community facilitating, funding, and continually evaluating the progress of the program (Minkler, 2005). Determining methods of monitoring, collecting data, and evaluating the level of sustainable change is one of the greatest challenges that face program facilitators (WaterAid, 2012). There is still very little information regarding program longevity and behavior change following the initial program implementation period (Fewtrell et al., 2005).

1.2. Rapid prototyping

While this list of obstacles is familiar from around the globe, addressing these barriers (and identifying new ones) requires local knowledge. Thus, we use community-based and participatory design (Corburn, 2005; Collins et al., 2005; Minkler et al., 1997; Minkler, 2000) coupled with rapid prototyping (Leung et al., 2004; Byrne and Sahay, 2007). This approach involves our team working with local teachers and students to modify our curriculum repeatedly to better suite users’ needs and local conditions.

2. Intervention and research methods

2.1. The curriculum

The purpose of our pilot was to teach basic health and sanitation behaviors to children through interactive games, stories, and songs. Lessons focused on prevention of diarrheal disease by demonstrating the importance of washing hands with soap, drinking clean water, and using toilets. The intervention was based on all theories of learning and of behavior change that we thought might apply: rational decision-making, the importance of habits and routines, social relationships, and the role of vividness and reminders (Aunger et al., 2009; Ajzen, 1991; Godin and Kok, 1996; Bandura, 2004; Wakefield et al., 2010; Umberson and Montez, 2010).

The stories and games are engaging because they are based on conflict between pathogens and people, they focus on disgusting things like poop (which interests young children), and they relate to students’ lives.

3. Constructing the curriculum

3.1. Heuristics for creating activities

To construct the curriculum, we used several heuristics: Existing materials that taught these health lessons, the core health lessons as creativity prompts, adapting existing activities to our lessons, using existing activities as creativity prompts, and “Be the germ.” For each prompt and each candidate activity, we looked for ties to our several theories of behavior change. For example, we tried to increase how vivid each activity was, how closely it related to students’ lives, how it promoted norms of safe behaviors, and so forth.

3.1.1. Existing teaching materials that taught these health lessons

We reviewed all WASH teaching materials we could find. Sources included teaching materials from Community-led total sanitation, other NGOs such as CAWST and SODIS Foundation, books for U.S. children on handwashing (e.g., Cole, 1989) and advice on the web for parents and/or teachers (e.g., KidsHealth.org)
Health), www.ontorea.k12.ny.us, and Bagby et al. (1996). In reviewing content, we used criteria based on our theories of learning and behavior change.

The glitter game, for example, is a standard way to show how germs and fecal contamination spread from one hand to another surface such as someone else’s hands or body (National Theater for Children – Health Education).

Some solutions such as soapy bottles and ORS (oral rehydration solution) already existed. It was straightforward to create instructions in the curriculum.

Community-led total sanitation inspired Levine by showing how to combine health lessons with vivid and disgusting content. For example, CLTS presenters gather human feces on a piece of wood during a walk around the village and leave some near some food as they meet with villagers. Villagers soon note (with strong disgust) flies traveling from the feces to the food. Levine adapted this demonstration into a less realistic “poop and flies” simulation in a classroom, using a simulated “fly” attached to a stick to fly between white yogurt (representing food) and a mixture representing open defecation (such as peanut butter and soy sauce).

3.1.2. Health lessons as prompts

The health lessons we wanted to teach were important sources of prompts. At the same time, we wanted lessons that met the criteria of our theories of learning: Vivid, promoting disgust, fun for students, and so forth.

Based on both the health lessons and the desire to promote a vivid understanding that untreated water—even when it comes out clear from a pipe—is often contaminated, Levine and colleagues in Bangladesh created the “Disgusting box” to mimic how feces enter water pipes (Jannat et al., 2017). Levine looked at the famous “5 F” diagram showing how feces are transmitted to someone’s mouth by flies, fluids, fingers, feet and foot and thought it resembled a board game. The resulting game, The Germ Race, then became the basis of a story “Gerry the Germ.”

We wanted to promote safe behaviors at home. We faced a constraint that in the target communities it is not appropriate for students to tell their parents how to behave. Thus, we introduced letters from the teacher to parents asking parents to report on the students’ safe behaviors at home. We did not anticipate these letters would produce high-quality data. Instead, their goal was to spark a conversation so the parents learn about how fecal contamination spreads when they do not wash hands with soap, treat drinking water, etc.

3.1.3. Adapting educational activities from other domains to health lessons

Some educational activities such as making posters can fit a variety of educational goals. Thus, we adapted the star charts for a classroom and for a school and the art activities (poster, song, skit or story). Levine found existing version of each activity and then customized them for the health topics. We created simplified instructions. We then wrote prompts related to each topic; for example, suggesting a poster, skit or story could show how flies spread poop, or the shame of not washing hands with soap.

3.1.4. Existing activities as creativity prompts

Sometimes existing stories and activities unrelated to health served as prompts to design new activities.

Levine read hundreds of folk tales from India, Africa, Aesop, the Grimm brothers, and so forth. He also reviewed hundreds of board games, card games, outdoor games (such as tag and hopscotch) and ice-breakers.

Table 1 shows some of the source materials and how we adapted them. For example, Levine found existing “class participation” stories for pre-literate students, and wrote class participation stories for Hygiene Heroes. He found simple stories for early readers (Ness, 2007) and wrote simple stories for early readers (e.g., “Hand is clean. Hand is happy. Mud is on hand. Hand is sad. Hand washes with soap. Hand is clean. Hand is happy.”) (Levine, 2014).

3.1.5. Heuristic of extension

As it evolved, the curriculum became its own prompt. When an activity seemed promising for one chapter, we extended it to other chapters. Thus, most chapters had a very similar class participation story, a variation on Germ Tag, a version of the Tapatan simple strategy game), a board game, and an illustrated story. Most chapters had a “making” project (such as soapy bottles or ORS), so Levine added the fly trap to chapter 3 on sanitation in part so it would also have a “making” activity.

Levine modified the board game “The Germ Race” and the story “Gerry the Germ” that were based on the fecal-oral transmission of germs into the board game “Cold & Flu Germ Race” and the story “Gerry the Germ returns” on the transmission of cold and flu germs.

### Table 1
Adapting source material not related to health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source material</th>
<th>Appropriated</th>
<th>In our story</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anansi, a west African trickster character</td>
<td>Protagonist / trickster</td>
<td>Monkey Prince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anansi or bre’ rabbit?</td>
<td>Trick the snake into letting them tie him to the log</td>
<td>The Monkey Prince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairy tale of 3 brothers trying to overcome obstacles</td>
<td>3 brothers facing a challenge, with the youngest succeeding</td>
<td>Gerry the Germ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class participation stories / rhymes</td>
<td>Rules of class participation: When the reader says a word, she also points to a picture. The class then makes a gesture and/or sound. Rhythm of the story and the minimalist plot</td>
<td>Class participation stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcheesi board game</td>
<td>Basic rules of the game is a race to move several tokens from base to home</td>
<td>The Germ Race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5F diagram of the fecal-oral transmission (Fig. 3)</td>
<td>Outline of how a germ moves from base to “home” in a Parcheesi-like game</td>
<td>The Germ Race (Fig. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapatan, simple strategy game</td>
<td>All of the rules</td>
<td>Soap &amp; Germ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mille Bornes</td>
<td>Almost all of the rules</td>
<td>Race to Nairobi card game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor games</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several forms of tag</td>
<td>All of the rules</td>
<td>Germ Tag (handwashing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relay race</td>
<td>All of the rules</td>
<td>Worm tag (sanitation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust activities such as sitting on knees in a circle</td>
<td>All of the rules</td>
<td>Race to safe water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Activities to show all must work together to be safe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5 Not tested in summer 2014.
We also repeated some of the prompts for potential stories, songs, art, and skits. For example, the units on handwashing, water, sanitation, and avoiding colds and flu each had similar prompts about how disgusting it was to do unsafe behaviors that led to consuming poop or snot.

The principle of extension also applied within a chapter. Any powerful image in a simulation or activity became a candidate for a story. As noted above, the “5F” diagram of how germs spread became the outline for the Germ Race board game. The poop and flies simulation used by Community-led total sanitation (Kar and Chambers, 2008; UNICEF, 2006) showed up in the “Gerry the Germ” story.

We also converted games to stories. The Germ Race board game became the story “Gerry the Germ.” Similarly, the game “Grandma wants you to eat candy” became a story of the same name. (Levine, 2014).

3.1.6. “Be the germ” as a prompt

The primary curriculum designer, Levine, is a teacher and a parent. Thus, his first stories and games had lessons such as “Germs are on hands, so wash with soap,” and “Mosquitoes coming, so use your bednet.” His first testers, sons Jeremy and Benji Levine, emphasized that it was more fun to attack than only to defend.

Levine’s first response was a card game that let each player both send mosquitoes to attack the opponent (for example) and also put up a bednet to defend. As he worked on this game, he realized it was quite similar to the existing card game Mille Bornes. Mille Bornes is about a car race, where a player can give a flat tire to another player. Players can have preventions (e.g., a puncture-proof tire) and cures (spare tire). Thus, he ended up adapting the rules of that game to create the card game Race to Nairobi (on Hygiene Heroes’ website).

Levine’s son, Benji, went further and gave the “inverted” heuristic: “Be the germ.” Following this suggestion, Levine designed the Germ Race board game where the player is the germ, trying to avoid soap, water filters, and toilets in favor of open defecation, flies and untreated water. As noted above, this game was based on the 5F diagram (Fig. 3) and was later extended (with Benjamin Levine’s help) into the story “Gerry the Germ”.

The team was confident that the “Be the germ” stories and games would be engaging for primary-age students and was fairly confident that these stories and games would convey that germs do not like soap, boiled water, and so forth. It was less clear at what ages students would understand the irony, and not become confused when the germ accused the soap of being mean (for example, see Fig. 1).

The same inversion heuristic led to a story on safely crossing the street, “Monster Maruti” (with Padma Govindarajan). Maruti’s are common cars in India, and the Monster Maruti likes to chomp on little kids who do not look both ways before crossing.

3.2. Rapid testing prior to Chennai

The curriculum had several rounds of rapid testing in the United States. Levine tested everything first on a convenience sample of his 2 sons. Their feedback quickly shut down many ideas and improved almost all that remained.

Levine recruited numerous undergraduate research assistants to give feedback and to test the materials on classmates, youth they worked with, etc. Levine and the undergraduate assistants tested some activities in classrooms and summer camps in the United States. Levine taught a 1-unit freshman seminar at UC Berkeley and he and the students play-tested most of the activities. We asked for feedback from any parent, former teacher, librarian, professor or other who was willing to review a story or game. A team at Rochester Institute of Technology developed the Race to Nairobi card game. Jenn Kotler did illustrations that we incorporated into many games and stories.

As soon as possible we solicited feedback from those working with youth in poor nations. A head teacher tested handwashing and safe water materials at a primary school in Tanzania. Staff at an NGO working with youth in Cambodia tested handwashing materials.

3.3. The Curriculum in June 2014

The result of this process was a large compilation of activities, totaling over 200 stories, games and activities. Partial chapters covered topics including malaria, household and road safety, immunization and proper use of antibiotics, menstrual hygiene, and dental hygiene.

We decided to focus on the first five chapters, which were the most complete: Handwashing, safe water, sanitation, preventing the cold and flu, and the need to work together to stay healthy. Those five chapters had almost 100 activities to pilot test (Levine curriculum, 2014). Table 2 summarizes the first chapter, on handwashing. The other chapters had a similar mix of stories, games, and vivid demonstrations.

The goals for the summer of 2014 were at two levels. First, pilot test the many activities and create a coherent curriculum. Second, spot problems external to the curriculum itself, to help integrate the curriculum as one component of an effective intervention.

The chapters on safe water, sanitation, and avoiding colds and flu had the same mix of stories, games, art activities, vivid demonstrations and making something (e.g., oral rehydration solution for safe water and a fly trap for sanitation).

3.4. The 2014 pilot

The 2014 pilot was conducted in Chennai, in the state of Tamil Nadu, along the southeast coastline of India. Tamil is the primary language. Only 26% of Chennai’s 4-million-plus people have access to safe drinking water and more than one third of the population lack access to toilets and sanitation facilities (Transparent Chennai, 2011).

The program team included one of the authors (Steffen), two other interns from United States universities (one of whom grew up in Chennai and had worked with the curriculum the prior summer), and six interns recruited from IIT-Madras and SRM University Chennai. Steffen and the other U.S.-based intern who was not from Chennai acted as key observers: conducting the qualitative evaluation and helping field test and revise the curriculum.

We piloted the program over seven weeks during July and August 2014 at five schools. Two of the schools were private institutions chosen based on their willingness to participate in the program. In these schools the program team acted as the classroom teachers to implement the curriculum.

“Middle School” (name withheld to ensure anonymity) is an all-girls school, where the language of instruction is officially English, but the
students speak almost no English. Thus, we taught in Tamil. The students who attend this school live in low-income households. Most of the students and their families have either shared community bathroom facilities or no bathroom facilities. The pilot program spent the most time at this school, working with sixth and seventh grades students two days a week and in five classrooms a day. The program team visited the students in their classrooms during scheduled hours. Often no teacher was present during the visits.

“Primary School” is a co-ed English speaking school, with students from upper-middle-income households. These students almost all have
access to toilets at home. The program team visited this school one day per week and taught two sessions per day. The sessions gathered two to three classrooms (so up to eighty students) in a large multi-purpose room. The teachers escorted the students to this room and helped supervise the students.

At both schools a typical session was forty minutes and covered three or four activities. The Tamil-speaking members of the team typically presented the activities (although the U.S. team taught a few sessions at the English-language Primary School.) The Tamil-speaking members also served as translators for the English-only observers. In addition to one or more team member serving as instructor, at least two observers (one or more of whom spoke Tamil) attended each session. Observers recorded information about the activity, the environment, and the students. They also recorded students’ health-related behaviors such as handwashing with soap.

The other three schools involved in the pilot included two government-aided public schools, and one low-income private school, all of whom had a teacher affiliated with Teach for India (TFI). Teach for India is a project of Teach to Lead, placing college graduates and young professionals in under-resourced schools throughout India for two years (Teach for India, 2015). At each of three schools, there was one TFI fellow who volunteered to bring the lessons into her classroom. We received email and phone reports from these teachers. The observations for each of these schools include one or more site visit that included viewing the grounds of each of the school, watching multiple sessions of the program lessons in classrooms, and additional conversations and meetings held between the program team and the TFI fellows.

The TFI fellows who participated in the program received the curriculum early in 2014 (that is, several months prior to the pilot program). They volunteered to teach the material due to an interest in bringing health and hygiene education into their classrooms. Each of the fellows incorporated some of the lessons into her classroom as part of her daily lesson plan.

The first two TFI schools (TFI1 and TFI2) are government-funded elementary schools. At both schools government assistance included uniforms, shoes, supplies, and lunch. TFI1 is a public school attended by children who live in the local slum. These children live in extremely cramped family quarters, and do not have access to clean water or bathroom facilities in their homes or community. At TFI2 the students are primarily from low-income homes and are likely to share bathroom facilities with neighboring families if they do not have their own.

The third TFI school, TFI3, is a privately-run school in the heart of Chennai. The students who attend this school are mostly first-generation students from the nearby slum. These students do not have access to bathroom facilities in their homes or community. This school was in the poorest condition, and provided little support the students. The educational facilities were minimal and the bathrooms filthy.

4. Cycles of rapid prototyping and improvement

For each unit (handwashing, safe water, and sanitation) the team read through the baseline curriculum, selected and grouped activities, revised activities, and then revised them further as they translated. The team then presented around 3 or 4 activities in a 40-min session per classroom to a few classrooms at Middle School, with at least 2 observers taking detailed notes. Often two sub-groups presented in two classrooms in parallel.

The team then met to revise that content. A few days later they presented a revised version of those activities at different classrooms in Middle School. They also presented this revised version at Primary School, often with slight modification due to the younger age of students at Primary School.

As expected some material did not work at all. For example, the fly-trap made at Middle School (based on a design from the preliminary curriculum) caught a mix of insects, but not many flies. This result surprised us, as there was open defecation in a lot adjacent to Middle School.

Almost all other activities worked at least fairly well. At the same time, all activities benefited from revisions. For example, all stories improved when shortened. The stories benefited from editing by both the project team and the TFI teachers.

Sometimes the implementation team combined activities. For example, there was an appealing illustrated story of Gerry the Germ (who wants to get everyone sick! [Levine and Levine 2013]). There was also a not-very-exciting story with class participation intended for pre-literate students, where the teacher reads lines like “Hands are dirty” and all students wave their hands.

The team combined these two activities into a high-energy class participation story, where students in the front of the room held up a poster with a picture for each key word: Hands, Gerry the Germ, Soap, and so forth. The whole class had a gesture and sound for each key word. The interns then rewrote the Gerry story to be much shorter.
Now the activity was shorter, to the point, and very engaging for the students. As we hoped, we also learned from the students. The most important case involved the soapy bottles. We had assumed these bottles would remain in the toilet. When we discussed this possibility with the girls at one class in Middle School, they said the soapy bottle observed in his child’s school

The bottom line was that classrooms implementing the routines continued to provide soap once the supplies we provided ran out. Of the 2014 (or soon after) are outlined in Table 3 on modifications and Table 4 on additions. Not listed is the storyboard activity, where students write and illustrate a short story. We added this activity, but then moved it to a later chapter as part of our drive to simplify the curriculum for teachers by removing alternative art activities.

5. Content analysis

During the summer of 2014 the team focused on teaching and recording observations each day, and revising activities each week. We also wanted to take time to reflect on the larger-scale lessons learned. Thus, we carefully coded all of the notes and performed a content analysis to explore the major obstacles the curriculum encountered.

5.1. Data

During the seven weeks of the pilot program, two “key observers” (Kelsey Steffen and Ricky Williams) kept journals. They recorded observations from the program sessions, time spent at the school, team meetings and planning sessions, traveling to and from the schools, and reflective observations after a full day of implementing the Curriculum. The two key observers recorded observations on teaching sessions with several methods:

Table 2
Overview of the handwashing curriculum, June 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity June 2014</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td></td>
<td>Explain health and educational burden of diarrheal diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives for Handwashing Unit</td>
<td>Adapted from existing simulations (NTC Health Ed.)</td>
<td>Explain desired new knowledge, attitudes and behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation: Needs assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>Understand situation to customize the curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction for teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstration of how glitter spreads – hinting how germs spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation: Glitter</td>
<td>Advertised from (Nemours; Ontoera Sch. Dist.; Bagby et al.)</td>
<td>Explain what germs are and how they spread on hands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to germs</td>
<td></td>
<td>The prime minister lets the king learn that handwashing with soap is important after using the toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story: King Akbar Writes a Law</td>
<td>Uses familiar folk tale characters in north India and Bangladesh</td>
<td>Teacher reads a simple story and students call out a sound and gesture for key words (SOAP, GERM, HAPPY, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class participation story: Handwashing</td>
<td>Inspired by a class participation story Levine observed in his child’s school</td>
<td>Along with the demonstration, we introduced a soapy bottle for each classroom: a used water bottle with two holes poked on top filled with water and 2 cents worth of laundry soap. It can replace a 10 or 15 cent bar of soap, with the added advantage of being harder to steal (Fig. 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration: Proper Handwashing</td>
<td>Adapted from kidshealth.org (Nemours)</td>
<td>Have students wipe their hands after they have “washed” with water and show how dirty the towel becomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration: What is on our hands</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reinforce the benefits of safe water, sanitation and hygiene behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5. Grandma Wants You to Eat Candy (Board Game)</td>
<td>Related to Chutes and Ladders (which was based on the traditional Indian game Snakes and Ladders)</td>
<td>A simple strategy game where players move cards “soap” or “germ” and try to make 3 in a row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor game: Germ tag &amp; Handwashing</td>
<td>Invented independently, but many others had invented similar games</td>
<td>Offer students a treat and see how many recall to wash hands with soap first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bully (comic)</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Students make a soapy bottle to take home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test students’ application of their new knowledge</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Proposes a group handwashing station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a Soapy Water Bottle to bring home</td>
<td>As in Sahoo et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Proposes routines for handwashing before lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing Group Handwashing (Fig. 2)</td>
<td>Adapted from UNICEF (2013), Shoridt et al. (2007) and TippyTap.org (Levine curriculum P. 33)</td>
<td>Track success in teaching the lessons, introducing the soapy bottle, and implementing the safe routines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star chart for classrooms</td>
<td>Adapted from a familiar parenting technique</td>
<td>A self-talk reinforcement for handwashing with soap, Students reinforce lessons by explaining (in a fun way)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforce the Habit of Handwashing</td>
<td>Adapted from Fogg, 2013*</td>
<td>Students reinforce lessons by explaining (in a fun way)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art activity: Skits</td>
<td>Adapted from Locks et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Students reinforce lessons by explaining (in a fun way)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art activity: Songs</td>
<td></td>
<td>A letter home where parents explain if the child has access to soap, uses soap, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art activity: Posters</td>
<td>Adapted from Locks et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Links to online stories, games, videos, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrate family with letter home on handwashing</td>
<td>Based loosely on STIR Education (2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>Based on familiar educational activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz Game: Place the Steps in Order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources on Handwashing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Modifications to the Handwashing Curriculum, July 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity June 2014</th>
<th>Change?</th>
<th>Status July 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>Kept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Kept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation: Needs assessment</td>
<td>Moved</td>
<td>Moved to school or district level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction for teachers</td>
<td>Shortened</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation: Glitter</td>
<td>Minor modifications</td>
<td>Converted to use turmeric, which is more easily available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to germs</td>
<td>Kept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story: King Akbar Writes a Law</td>
<td>Modest modifications</td>
<td>Shortened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class participation story: Handwashing</td>
<td>Major modifications</td>
<td>Changed the king's advisor to Tenali Rama, a more familiar folk tale / historical figure in southern India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration: Proper Handwashing</td>
<td>Major modifications</td>
<td>Enriched with feedback from an Indian MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration: What is on our hands</td>
<td>Replaced</td>
<td>The new activity, “What is in our classroom?” is a more vivid demonstration of how poop and germs spread in a classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Game: Grandma wants you to eat Candy</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Very popular, but (1) requires costly colored printing and (2) teachers are not used to teaching with board games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soap or Sorry</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Somewhat fun, but low pedagogical value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor game: Germ tag &amp; Handwashing</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Very popular, but teachers do not run PE and are not used to teaching with games. Some schools lack play yards. Also, in this and other games that simulate prevention (in some rounds), when players use effective prevention, the game is less fun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bully (comic)</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Low pedagogical value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test students' application of their new knowledge</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Requires candy, and we are minimizing supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a Soapy Water Bottle</td>
<td>Kept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing Group Handwashing: Hardware Routines using group handwashing stations</td>
<td>Moved to school level</td>
<td>Teachers cannot create hardware such as the group handwashing station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforce the Habit of Handwashing</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Not piloted as required ongoing cooperation of teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art activity: Skits</td>
<td>Moved</td>
<td>Time for only one art activity / unit, so moved to sanitation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art activity: Songs</td>
<td>Moved</td>
<td>Time for only one art activity / unit, so moved to sanitation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art activity: Posters</td>
<td>Kept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrate family with letter home on handwashing</td>
<td>Major modifications</td>
<td>Divided into 2 letters: (1) Is the child using the soapy bottle he or she brought home? (2) Did the child teach a family member why it is important to wash hands with soap?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>Kept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz Game: Place the Steps in Order</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Simpler to give teachers fewer choices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources on Handwashing</td>
<td>Moved</td>
<td>Expanded on website. Deleted from printed materials to shorten and focus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The change in **bold**, soapy bottle routines, is the single largest change in the curriculum.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity added after June 2014</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Status July 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration: What is in my classroom?</td>
<td>Inspired by a public service announcement from Ghana*</td>
<td>Students visualize poop and germs from hands not washed with soap spreading all over the classroom</td>
<td>Replacing “What is on my hands?” demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story: Gerry the Germ goes to School</td>
<td>Based on the handwashing parts of “Gerry the Germ” plus the demonstration “What is in my classroom?”</td>
<td>Gerry the Germ loves it when kids forget to use soap!</td>
<td>Focus only on handwashing, so useful for unit 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCvbwW1oEfQ.

1. **Individual Raw Observations** were recorded typically on-site and during curriculum sessions. Observers usually recorded these observations quickly by hand to capture all aspects of the sessions.

2. **Individual Reflective Observations** were recorded both on-site during teaching sessions, or shortly after the sessions had concluded. These observations were recorded both by hand and computer and include interpretive analysis of the initial observations.

3. **Joint Reflective Observations**: The two key observers recorded these observations shortly after each curriculum session has concluded. During this time, the observers would discuss individual raw and reflective observations recorded during the day.

Observational data was collected while observing the two main intervention schools, while visiting Teach for India classrooms, and during team meetings. One of us (Levine) visited for ten days and recorded observations at the two main schools and two of the TFI classrooms. Neither Levine nor the two key observers speak Tamil. The entire team also wrote English-language notes on each activity, largely collected by the Tamil-speaking interns.

There were also a complete set of revisions of the curriculum that followed the field tests. In addition, we reviewed lessons plans and interview notes with the TFI teachers and reports from piloting in a school and an after-school program that Gautam Srikanth carried out in the summer of 2013. (Srikanth also was on the 2014 piloting team that forms the basis of this report).

*The early June 2014 version of the curriculum is at https://www.dropbox.com/s/b029xhjajj1ym4/Curriculum%2029.docx?dl=0, and the revised version from late August 2014 is at http://hygieneheroes.berkeley.edu/chapters.html.*
5.1.1. Data limitations
There are several limitations to the data collection:

- More than half of the observed sessions were taught in Tamil. The English-only observers collected data based on non-verbal cues and translation during and after the sessions, as well as notes from the Tamil-speaking team members.
- The observers spent much more time at Middle School than at the other schools.
- The observers were also implementing the curriculum, permitting unconscious biases.
- Primary School had significantly higher socio-economic standing than the other schools.
- The key observers collected data only over the seven weeks in which the team taught the curriculum (although the TFI fellows contributed some observations from the prior four months).
- The schools did not allow visitation outside the scheduled sessions.

5.2. Methods

We applied a range of content analysis methods including impressionistic, intuitive, interpretive, systematic, and strict text analyses. This process was flexible, as has been used in other health-related studies (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005; Roseman et al., 2011; Leung et al., 2004). The method was chosen based on its’ deployment in similar public-health-related community-based and participatory method (CBPM) studies which drew inferences from qualitative observations for the purpose of informing program development through rapid prototyping and tactical program improvement (see Leung, Yen & Minkler). These contexts, during health-related-behavioral program development, may not be efficient or cost-effective to gather large amounts of quantitative data, provide the ideal format for using such methods.

We identified key themes based on established hypothesis, as well as generated new themes based on the texts. We then generated multiple candidate themes that we later combined into several overarching themes. Our content analysis also included frequency analysis (count) of themes, and key words (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). While it would have been useful to code themes by intervention type, data gatherers did not consistently code intervention type.. In the future, we will code by intervention type to permit a more granual analysis of obstacles. Table 5 provides additional detail about the content analysis.

6. Results of the content analysis

The data analysis generated eight primary themes regarding barriers to program implementation and longevity. Themes included challenges in the classroom (Localization; Curriculum supplies; Program implementation; Communication and language; and Teacher commitment and capabilities) factors outside the class but within the school (School administration and support and Hygiene and sanitation facilities and supplies) and factors outside the school (External factors such as family and slum conditions).

Table 6 describes these 8 key themes, and the keywords and concepts associated with each theme. In total we coded 564 text excerpts and assigned them 865 thematic codes. Thus, a high share of incidents had more than one code. The following sections discuss each theme individually. At the same time, the examples of each theme make clear that many incidents relate to multiple themes.

6.1. Localization

Localization issues arose in almost each activity. For example, one of us (Levine) wrote a story based on a popular north Indian folk tale pair, King Akbar and his wise prime minister Birbal. In southern India these characters were not as well known. Thus, a local intern shifted to a southern Indian folk tale character, the wise prime minister Tenali Rama.3

That story also referred to the king’s ambassador. That term confused some students, as they knew the term "Ambassador" as a model of an Indian-made car. As part of the rapid improvement process, that section of the story was removed when a TFI fellow edited the story.4

The initial version of the curriculum implicitly assumed certain capabilities of teachers that were often not correct. For example, the curriculum proposed a number of outdoor games. In most Chennai schools a dedicated teacher runs physical education classes. Thus, classroom teachers could not easily introduce these games. In addition, while all schools were supposed to have a play yard, one school (TFI3) did not—making the games even less appropriate.

TFI fellows were particularly adept at localization, as they had spent more time in the poor schools than even our interns who grew up in Chennai. They also knew the standard curriculum and format of a lesson plan, making it easier to fit the new content into the familiar rhythm of a lesson (e.g., listing new vocabulary words for each lesson).

6.2. Curriculum supplies

The initial version of the curriculum required color printing, art supplies for students, and many other supplies. Most educational supplies were difficult to procure. The streets of Chennai were crowded and even short trips took a lot of time and energy. In addition, the key observers were from the United States, so the Chennai-based team members had to procure almost all supplies.

Some supplies could not be purchased, but were complex to construct. For example, the “disgusting box” was a vivid illustration of how feces contaminate piped water (Jannat, et al., forthcoming). One of the interns (a master’s student in engineering) made the box in his lab at his university. Regular teachers lack such resources.

The high stress associated with almost every supply required by the curriculum emphasized the importance of minimizing supplies not already present in schools.

---

3 Gautam Srikanth improvised this localization in his 2013 piloting.
4 We thank Bhagyashree. Ganesh, a TFI fellow, for editing. The August 2014 version of the story is at http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/levine/papers/king%20akbar%20writes%20a%20fas%20in%2015%20d.pdf.
6.3. Hygiene and sanitation facilities and supplies

All of the schools we worked in had running water and toilets. At the same time, soap was never present in toilets in any of the schools we worked with (other than soap we procured), few schools had treated drinking water, and the state of the toilets ranged from dirty to unusably disgusting. While our intervention is largely focused on behavior change, it will never succeed if there is no soap, there is not safe water, and the toilets are too filthy for students to feel comfortable using.

As noted above, our curriculum included a low-cost (roughly 3 cents / student / year) soapy bottle to overcome the barrier of costly supplies. Even at this cost, most school administrators made clear that most would not use their limited discretionary funds to purchase soap.

6.4. Teacher commitment and capabilities

The levels of teacher commitment and capabilities varied widely. The TFI teachers, for example, all volunteered to teach the curriculum. All had education at elite US or Indian universities, daily internet access, and high intrinsic motivation.

At Primary School we started teaching due to an agreement with the school administration. One of the teachers was very interested in the material. She often chose to be present when we taught and expressed interest in continuing to present the material once our pilot was done.

At Middle School, in contrast, one classroom had no teacher at all. The students there were more challenging than at other classrooms. In the other classrooms, teachers typically took our team’s visit as an opportunity to take a break. No teachers at Middle School were interested in learning about the content or how to teach it.

6.5. School and institutional support

School and institutional support varied as widely as did teacher support. At one TFI school, the school principal asked the TFI teacher to expand the content to all classrooms the following year. A second TFI school, in contrast, discouraged any topics that were not part of the official curriculum. The TFI fellow in that school was unable to present all of the material she desired.

The availability of educational supplies to teachers ties again into the school administration and institution. Without support from the school, teachers would have to provide supplies for these activities themselves, or be provided the supplies by an external intervention.

School support can also be a facilitator. At Primary School, teachers felt that the administration was supportive and were proud of their school for bringing the material into the classroom.

6.6. Program Implementation

There were numerous unanticipated challenges in implementing the program. A good lesson plan starts on time and has rapid transitions to new activities.

As we were piloting the activities, often for the first time, time management was often an issue. Some sessions started late, hence we completed preparations during the class. Sometimes we had a pause between activities; students usually found such pauses very distracting. Occasionally we ran out of time to present some planned materials. Some activities had unexpected consequences. For example, making a calendar left a mess on the floor, and a class participation story led to great enthusiasm, but too much noise for the physical space. Being unfamiliar to the class sometimes also occasionally led to poor discipline (if the regular teacher was not helping control the class).

6.7. Environmental factors

Urban India is a complex setting for a school-based health intervention. Forces ranging from religion and culture to weather and traffic affected our pilot.

For example, we knew our lessons about avoiding open defecation would be hard for students to internalize if they had no access to a toilet near home. It turns out these lessons were also confusing for students who had a toilet inside their home, as was true of almost all Primary School students (our only school not targeting the poor). Some of these students did not understand why we were teaching about why to avoid open defecation. Once the teaching team reminded them of open defecation near the train station (for example), they understood the reason for the material.

A quite different external factor is how weather affected activities that took place outdoors, such as the several versions of Germ Tag. When it was either raining or very hot by the standards of southern India (that is, approaching hazardous to be outdoors), the outdoor games were not appropriate.

6.8. Communication and language

The curriculum was written in English and 3 of the interns did not
6.9. Frequency of each theme

Fig. 6 summarizes the frequency of each theme. Localization (20%) and Curriculum supplies (16%) were the two most common themes, followed by School administration & support (14%), teacher commitment and capabilities (13%), external factors (13%), and Hygiene and sanitation facilities and supplies (also 13%). Program implementation (7%) and Communication & language (6%) appeared less frequently.

Frequency counts are imperfect proxies for the importance of each barrier. For example, sometimes a barrier might have little effect, while other times a less common barrier might have stopped the team from presenting an activity or have caused that activity to fail completely. In addition, the frequencies would be different if we had coded the boundaries of our themes differently, or combined or divided themes.

With these cautions in mind, the high incidence of Localization and of Curriculum supplies emphasizes the importance of creating a localized curriculum, with easily adaptable materials and content. There is also an importance in keeping supplies and costs at a minimum. In addition, the relatively high frequency of School administration and of Teacher commitment and capabilities suggest that behavior change for students is only part of what is needed for the program to succeed.

Also, recall that many incidents had multiple codes. For example, about 30% (33/109) of the incidents coded as Hygiene and sanitation facilities and supplies and a similar share of incidents coded as Teacher commitment and capabilities (35/115) also had codes for School administration & support. That is, school administrator support often affected both teacher commitment and the presence of supplies.

7. Changes to the curriculum

In addition to the change to the curriculum during the rapid prototyping, the reflection since the 2014 pilot (the basis of this report) led to broader changes in the intervention. During the summer the team also clearly noted that low teacher engagement was an obstacle, and the team could not help but notice the challenges of providing supplies for both the curriculum and for handwashing and safe water.

At the same time, weaving the obstacles into themes emphasized that supply side issues and teacher / HM support were pervasively important. The content analysis emphasized that schools and classrooms face very severe constraints in both time and resources. Furthermore, behavior change would require not just students (the focus of the 2014 piloting) but also teachers, HMs, and the entire educational system.

The main result was a decision to be less ambitious and focus Hygiene Heroes solely on handwashing. This is the single behavior with the largest potential effects on health (as it reduces both diarrheal diseases and respiratory infections); soapy bottles are very inexpensive; and students have the most control over this behavior both at school and at home. Our second main goal was to streamline the curriculum along several dimensions: fewer activities, fewer need for supplies, and fewer demands on teachers.

7.1. Localization and Curriculum supplies

Localization and Curriculum Supplies were the two most common barriers. Fortunately, these barriers are internal to the project, so we were able to modify the curriculum to address most of these concerns.

To improve Localization, for example:

- We eliminated all activities that required classroom teachers to engage in outdoor activities (Germ Tag, etc.).
- We focused on activities that use the teaching methods teachers currently have, so less reliance on games in general.

To address barriers related to Curriculum Supplies we eliminated almost all activities that required educational supplies beyond a single printed or digital document for each teacher. For example, the board game “Grandma wants you to eat candy” was very popular with students. At the same time, it required printing two color pages for every 4–8 students. In addition, board games were not a familiar teaching tool in Chennai classrooms. Thus, we cut that game. We shifted illustrated stories into classroom participation stories that did not require color printing. (We keep the illustrated books as optional supplements).

7.2. Hygiene and sanitation facilities and supplies

Except for Primary School (which mostly served non-poor students), the schools we studied had very limited resources and most had little focus on improving hygiene, safe water or toilet facilities.

Handwashing required the fewest added supplies and is the behavior most in control of the students. Handwashing is also important for preventing respiratory infections as well as diarrheal diseases (Luby and Halder, 2008). Thus, given the many constraints on safe drinking water and clean toilets, we decided to focus on handwashing first.

With the soapy bottle (described above), soap for handwashing costs only about two cents per student per year. Nevertheless, it was apparent that most headmasters had other priorities. Thus, for any future pilots, we assume we will need to resupply schools with soap. To be sustainable, though, will require that schools purchase their own soap. As noted in the next section, we are working with both the state Dept. of School Education in Tamil Nadu and with the NGO SHARP to build in monitoring and incentives for school administrators.6

The NGO SHARP has donor funding to improve water and sanitation (that is, build new toilets), as well as handwashing. We have emphasized with them the need to integrate the janitors into the program. Specifically,

---

5 The game is available as a free download. http://hygieneheroes.berkeley.edu/boardgames.html

6 SHARP (School Health Annual Report Program) is the NGO with the largest school health network in India. It engages in health monitoring and health promotion. http://www.schoolindia.org/
we need to understand the many barriers to clean toilets, and then overcome them. We conjecture that providing supplies such as cleaner, brushes and gloves; educating janitors on why their job is essential to student and community health; and increasing incentives are all part of an effective school-based sanitation program.

We suggested their donors should supply soap and other supplies to the schools for an initial period, and also have a signed and public agreement that the school will continue to purchase soap and other supplies (along with follow-up monitoring and incentives).

7.3. School administration and support and Teacher commitment

The 2014 pilot focused on behavior change for students. Our results suggest an equally large effort will be needed to convince teachers of the need for behavior change on their part: engaging in safe behaviors, teaching safe behaviors, and reinforcing the same behaviors.

We now have added an extensive behavior change intervention for school administrators and one for teachers. Each intervention is phrased in terms of helping them understand what to teach students (implying the administrators and teachers already know all the material). We explained that they will demonstrate to students how their classrooms become covered with feces and germs. These germs, we explained to teachers and administrators, endanger their students, themselves, and their own families. A follow-up report will discuss rapid prototyping of this intervention.

We made the curriculum much easier for teachers to implement. We moved from dozens of activities to a streamlined set of 3 lesson plans. We no longer expected teachers to read several alternatives and pick one; instead we recommended posters for handwashing (and allocated the other art activities to later chapters—for schools also covering safe water, etc).

The Tamil Nadu school system already has a system of regular monitoring visits by first-level supervisors. We will work with them to add items such as “Has soapy bottles filled with soap and water in each classroom” to their monitoring checklist.

As of this writing (early 2016) we are preparing to pilot the training and monitoring of school administrators and teachers by the regular training and monitoring staff of the Dept. of School Education. As with the rapid prototyping reported here, we suspect several iterations will be useful to create effect training and monitoring methods.

7.4. Program implementation

Our program used teaching methods that relied on high levels of student participation and engagement. At the same time, most non-TFI teachers and some students found some of the unfamiliar teaching methods a challenge. Thus, we revised the curriculum to focus on the elements that required the least variation in current teaching methods and creating materials that teachers are comfortable presenting. We also used the experience in the pilot to create a short and clear list of preparation materials and to adjust the timing to fit existing class periods.

7.5. Communication and language

Finally, as we noted previous, we regularly encountered communication barriers due to variations in the number of participants and teachers who spoke English. We now have a full Tamil translation of the curriculum and are designing a fully Tamil version of the training materials for teachers.

8. Next steps

We are continuing to pilot the program using three approaches. First, we returned to Chennai in June 2015 to redesign the curriculum and pilot the new version, making the changes noted above. For example, the 2015 curriculum was much shorter, did not rely on outdoor activities or board games, and focused strongly on the classroom routines related to the soapy bottle.

We are now (early 2016) working with the Tamil Nadu state primary school department (SSA) to pilot having their trainers present the material and their monitors monitor adherence. The much-modified curriculum holds significant promise. Tamil Nadu is improving the water supply and toilets in schools. The SSA director has said she needs a good hygiene curriculum. If we can succeed in having SSA trainers train principals and teachers to teach students and to introduce the new materials, she hopes to scale the curriculum to the entire state.

We also continue to pilot with a new set of TFI fellows. Our experience with TFI shows the power of natural leaders to spread a health curriculum – at least in a supportive environment. As noted above, at one school the administrator instructed the TFI fellow not to use the health curriculum as it was outside the mandatory material. At the other extreme, one TFI fellow gained support from her administration, and they asked her to train other teachers on how to teach these lessons in their classrooms. TFI fellows already have a wealth of knowledge regarding the conditions of the school, the administration, and the student’s needs. With a well-designed curriculum that is not reliant on technology or supplies, TFI fellows were able to localize the material.

Working with exceptional teachers who have already integrated themselves into the schools systems at various levels provides a unique opportunity for a program such as this. Finally, as noted above, as of 2016 we are working with the NGO SHARP to implement the curriculum at schools in Tamil Nadu and New Delhi.

9. Conclusion

The study examined the major barriers facing one pilot program at one time. Nevertheless, we suspect almost all of these barriers will face most health programs in poor schools around the world.

The curriculum on handwashing requires very few resources. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to be adopted by many Indian schools unless there is either outside funding and support (as with the NGOs TFI or SHARP) or top-level leadership (as from the director of primary education in Tamil Nadu).

Improving safe water and sanitation is even more of a challenge, as each requires improvements in facilities as well as daily behavior change. While India has a massive program to expand toilet access in schools (Government of India, 2014), there has not been a corresponding program to improve maintenance and cleaning. Without better incentives and supplies for school administrators, teachers and janitors, safe sanitation will remain a challenge for many schools.

Even focusing only on handwashing, this intervention is much improved compared to the version at the start of this pilot (i.e.,that is, June 2014). Nevertheless, it is still not yet ready to go to scale. Each expansion of the program (from classroom to school to multiple schools and then more broadly) will require cycles of testing and improvement.

Our goal is to have a curriculum worthy of a randomized trial and then dissemination to tens of millions of students. We need to “fail fast” many times before some version of this curriculum is good enough to deserve either such a costly evaluation or roll-out.
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